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Non-linear mechanics of constrained material continua. 
II. Ideal constraints for deformations and stresses 

Cz. WOZNIAK (WARSZAWA) 

IN the first part of this paper [1] foundations of mechanics for material continuum with internal 
constraints imposed on deformations were discussed. The present note constitute a general
ization of an approach given in [1]; the constraints are imposed not only on deformations but 
also on stresses. The character of constraints in both cases is different; roughly speaking, the 
constraints for deformations make the body more "rigid" and the constraints for stresses make 
the body more "slender". The constraints for stresses are applied to formulate theories of slender 
bodies (such as strings and membranes), in theories of shells and rods (where we neglecte certain 
stress components), in discretized approaches to continuum mechanics (where certain classes 
of discretized states of stress are postulated a priori), etc. All mentioned problems are special 
cases of the general approach given in the note. 

W pierwszej cz~sci tej pracy [1] om6wiono podstawy mechaniki osrodk6w ciqglych z wi~zami 
dla deformacji. Obecna nota jest uog6lnieniem podejscia przedstawionego w [1]; rozpatrywane 
sq zar6wno wi~ dla deformacji jak i dla napr~Zen. Charakter wi~z6w w obu przypadkach 
jest r6:Zny; z grubsza biorqc, wi~zy dla deformacji ,usztywniajct" cialo, a wi~zy dla napr~Zen 
czyniq cialo bardziej , wiotkim". Wi~zy dla napr~Zen wyst~pujq przy formulowaniu teorii cial 
wiotkich (takich jak ci~a i membrany), w teoriach powlok i pr~t6w (gdzie pomijamy pewne 
skladowe napr~Zenia), w dyskretyzowanych podejsciach do mechaniki kontinuum (gdzie sq 
postulowane a priori pewne klasy dyskretyzowanych stan6w napr~Zenia), etc. Wymienione tu 
problemy sq przypadkami szczeg6lnymi podejscia przedstawionego w pracy. 

B nepBOH qaCTH AaH;HOH pa60Tbl (1) o6cy~eHbl OCHOBbl MexaH;m<H CllJIOlllllbiX cpeA CO CBH-
3HMH AJIH Ae<PopMar.urli. Hacronman 3aMeTI<a HBJIHeTcn o6o6meHHeM no.rocoAa npeACTaBJieHHo
ro B [1); paCCMaTpHBaiOTCH Tal< CBH3H AJIH Ae<i>opMai.Ufii, I<ai< H AJIH H;anpiDKeHHif. Xapai<Tep 
CBH3eif B o6oHX cnyqamc pa3JIHqeH; rpy6o npHHHMaH CBH3H AJIH Ae<i>opMai.Ufii ,nplfAalOT 
>KeCTI<OCTH "Teny, a BCH3H AJIH Hanp.IDKeH;Hit: AeJiaiOT TeJIO 6onee ,rH6I<HM". CBH3H AJIH 
HanpH>KeH;Hif BbiCTynaiOT npH <PopMyJIHpOBI<e TeOpHH rlf6I<HX TeJI (Tai<HX I<ai< CBH3H H MeM-
6paHbi), B TeOpiDIX o6oJioqei< H CTep>KH;eH (rAe llpeHe6peraeM Hei<OTOpbiMH COCTaBJIHIOII.lHMH 
H;anpH>KeH;Hif), B AHCI<peTH3HpOBaH;HhiX llOAJCOAax I< MexaH;HI<e I<OHTHHYYM (rAe noCTyJIHpy
lOTCH a npHopH H;ei<oTopbie I<JiaCChi AHCI<peTH3HpOBaHHhiX HanpiDKeHHhiX coCToHHHii), HT. n. 
Ilepe~lHCJieHIJbie 3Aecr:. npo6JieMbl HBJJHIOTCH qaCTHbiMH cnyqaHMH llOAJCOAa npeACTaBJieHHOrO 
B pa6oTe. 

Notations 

Indices ex, P and k, /run over the sequence {1, 2, 3}, and indices K, L, M, Nrun over the sequence {1, 2}; 
the summation convention holds. The inertial coordinates in the space-time are denoted by xk, t, where 
the system {X:} is assumed to be Cartesian and orthogonal. The material coordinates are denoted by 
X = (XCX) and coincide with the coordinates x = (xk) when a body is in the reference configuration. Subscripts 
preceded by a comma or by a vertical line denote partial or covariant differentiation, respectively, symbol 
[a] denotes a jump of the field a across the surface. 

1. Laws of dynamics 

LET BR be a region occupied by a body in the reference configuration. We assume that 
there is given a partition iiR = u B:;, a = 1, ... , m, Ba nBb = 4> for each a =I= b, and we 
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156 Cz. WoiNIAK. 

denote B0 = u Ba, S R u = 8Ba. Let the surface S R be oriented by a unit normal vector 
oR = (nRcx) and divided into two separate parts: St, Sx, where St c: BR (cf. Fig. 1). 

To formulate the basic laws of dynamics we introduce the following primitive concepts: 

FIG. 1 

1. The deformation function X' = xk(X, t), X E iiR, t ER; we assume that x may 
suffer discontinuities on St only (i.e., St is not a material surface, but there exists a pair of 
moving surfaces x<+>(X, t) and x<->(X, t), X ESt, where x<+>, x<-> are boundary values 
ofx onSt). 

2. The mass distribution !?R(X) > 0, X E B0 , in the reference configuration. 
3. The body forces bk(X, t), X E B0 , t ER. 
4. The surface tractions p~(X, t), X E S~, t ER, related to the reference configuration 

and defined nearly everywhere on Sx. 

5. The stress vector t~R> (X, t), X E B0 , t E R, related to the reference configuration; 
we assume that [f(nR)l = 0 on St (it means that there exist two systems of contact forces 
defined on St x R: the system t(nR) which acts upon the body across the surface x<-> and the 
system -f(nR) which acts upon the body across the surface x<+>). 

All functions mentioned above must satisfy the suitable conditions of regularity in the 
domains of their definitions: the functions eR, b are assumed to be continuous in each 
Ba, a = 1 , ... , m, the material derivatives of x may suffer discontinuities only on S R n BR, 
stresses f(nR) have continuous material derivatives in each Ba and the principle of impene
trability of the material is postulated (i.e., the function X'= .t'(X, t) is assumed to have 
an inverse xcx = xcx(x, t) for each time instant t ER and for each X E BR-Sf). 

As basic axioms of dynamics we shall take: 
1. The laws of conservation of momentum and moment of momentum 

:f J QRXdVR = f f(DR)daR+ J ()RbdVR, 

(1.1) 
P oP P 

~ J eR i X X dvR = f f(DR) X X da R + J eR b X X dv R' 
p ~ p 

which have to hold for any regular region P c B0 • 
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NON-LINEAR MECHANICS OF CONSTRAINED MATERIAL CONTINUA 157 

2. Newton's third law of mechanics 

(1.2) 

on the surface Sx (we denote [a]= a<->-a<+> on SR-8BR, cf. Fig. I). 

By virtue of (1.1) we obtain ~n.R) = TR nR, TR = (Tia.) being the first Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress tensor, and the known field equations 

(1.3) 

From (1.2) we derive then bou dary and jump conditions 

(1.4) Tia.nRa. = p/ on Sx n oBR; (TRka.]nRIX = PRk on Sx n BR 

After introducing the convective stress tensor defined by fa.fJ = J- 1 XIX,kTRkfJ, J = detVx, 
we shall obtain the following alternative form of Eqs. (1.3), (1.4), taking into account that 

ITia.lnRa. = 0 on St: 

TaPjp+eba. = exkXcx,k rra.f3J = 0 in B0 , 

fcxPn13 = prx, ifcxP)np = ix. on Sx, ffrxP)np= 0 on St, 
(1.5) 

where e = J- 1(2R, brx = bk XIX,k and prxda = PRa.daR, da being the element of the surface 
x(Sx, t). Equations (1.5) can be written down in the Cartesian coordinate system {.xk} 
in the physical space: 

Tk1
,1+ebk = et, T[1

" 1 = 0 in B0 , 

Tk1n1 = pk, (Tk1)n1 = pk on Sx, (Tk1]n1 = 0 on St. 
(1.6) 

T = (T11
) being the Cauchy stress tensor, pk = xk.rx p(X. 

Denoting f = b-i, we can prove the following variational theorems: 

(1.7) 

J PRk dxkdaR + J eRfkdxRdvR = J T/cxdxk,cxdVR- f Tlcx[dxk1nRa.dGR, 
~ h h ~ 

J XkdpidaR+ J (!RXkdfkdvR = J Xk,cxdTRk«dvR- J [xk]dTla.nRa.daR, 
SX Bs Bs St 

which have to be satisfied for any smooth vector field dx in BR-St and for any system of 
fields dp R, df, dT R, satisfying the relations 

dTla..a.+eRdfk = 0 in Bo, 

(1.8) dTRkrxnRcx- dpRk = 0 on Sx fl oBR, 

(dTicxlnRrx- dpi = 0 on Sx n B. 

The Eqs. (1.7), (1.8) can also be expressed in terms that appear in Eqs. (1.5), (1.6). 

Relations (1.1)-(1.8) are valid for any material continuum (simple and non-polar), 
being independent of material properties of the body, its interaction with external fields 
and constraints imposed on the deformation function or on the stress tensor. 

2 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 2!76 
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2. Relations defining the body 

To formulate the axioms which define the continuous body under consideration as well 
as its interactions with external fields we must introduce the following primitive concepts, 
apart from the primitive concepts which were introduced in Sect. 1 : 

1. The body loads b = (bi(X, t)), X e B0 , t eR. 
2. The external surface loads~ PR = (pl(X, t)), X e Sx n 8BR, t eR, acting at the 

body across its boundary. 
3. The field of local deformations F = (Fkcx(X, t)), X e B0 , feR, where detF > 0. 
The fields b, p R, F have to satisfy conditions of regularity like the fields b, PR, V x, 

respectively. 
We postulate that for each body under consideration the external loads are related 

to the deformation function by means of the formulas: 

(2.1) b(X, t) =~(X, t, X), PR(X, t) = 7t{X, t' X), 

where ~, 11: are known differential or integral operators. In the special case, the right
hand sides of (2.1) are known functions of X ("dead" loads). 

We shall assume that the material of the body is simple and write the stress relation 
in the form 

00 

(2.2) TR(X, t) = I) (X, F<t>.(s)), X e B0 , 
8=0 

where I) is the known response functional for the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, 
F<t> (s) = F(X, t-s) being the history of the local deformation field. The Eq. (2.2) has to 
satisfy the principle of material frame indifference. 

Apart from the load and stress relations we postulate that constraints for deformation 
are imposed on the motion of the body. 

h,(X,t,x,Vx,~,V~)=O; XeB0 ,teR; h,= I, ... ,r, 
(2.3) 

~(X, t, x, V x, ~'V~)= 0; X E Sx, t ER; e=l, ... ,s, 
where h,, R(} are known functions,~~ = (1l(X, t)), a= I, ... , n, X e iiR, t ER, is an 
unknown vector and V is a material gradient on the surface Sx, i.e. V x = (xk.x), K = I, 2, 
where xx are local parameters on Sx. We assume that ~ is not a new primitive concept, 
the definition of ~ being included in (2.3). In some cases we can eliminate ~ from (2.3) 
and obtain equations of constraints in the form of differential equations of a higher 
order, cf. [I] the Eqs. (2.3h can be either independent of (2.3) 1 or generated by (2.3) 1 (1). 

We shall also postulate that there exist constraints imposed on the stress tensor. Firstly, 
we assume that these constraints are imposed on the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 

(2.4) 
h~'(X,t,TR,VTR,.:;J,V\Jj) = 0; XeB0 , teR; fl =I, ... ,r, 

R"(X,t, TRnR, V(TRnR),\11, vf) = 0; XeS{, teR; n = 1, ... ,s , 

Si c S" where hf, R"' are known functions (they can also depend on F) and ~ = (1f\X, t)), 
X E BR' t E R' b = 1 ' ... ' n' is an unknown vector which has the same meaning as the 

(1) For example, if the constraints x ,11 = 0 are given in B0 , and a part S~ of Sx coincide with a congru
enceofparametriclinesX1, then the constraints x, 11 = Ohavealso to be introduced on the surfaceS~ c Sx. 
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vector ~ in (2.3). The Eqs. (2.4)1 have to be consistent with the stress relations (2.2); 
it means that after substituting right-hand sides of (2.2) into (2.4)1 we arrive at the equa
tions which have to be satisfied by at last one history F<t> at each point X e B0 • Some from 
the relations (2.4)2 can be generated by (2.4)1 • 

3. Principles of reaction for constraints. Ideal constraints 

Let us observe that the Eqs. (2.4) can be interpreted as the constraints for deformations 
if the stress relation is given in the form TR = l)R(Vx<t>). The other interpretation of these 
constraints can be obtained by treating (2.4) as certain restriction on the class of materials 
(on the form of the response functional). Neither of these two interpretations will be assum
ed in what follows; the constraints for stresses will be treated independently of the con
straints for deformations and material properties of the body. 

We will postulate the following statement which will be called the principle of reaction 
for constraints imposed on deformation: 

If on the deformation/unction x(X, t) are imposed constraints (2.3), then there exist the 
reaction forces r(X, t) in B0 and the reaction forces sR(X, t) on Sx, which maintain these 
constraints such that the relations 

(3.1) 

hold. 
From (3.1) it follows that the system of forces b, PR, introduced in Sect. 1, is given 

by the sum of external loads and reaction forces. Because of PR = 0 on Sx n BR, we also 
have PR= sR onSx n BR. 

In what follows we are to deal with what are called ideal constraints [1]; 
The constraints imposed on the deformation function are said to be ideal if the sum of the 

works of the reaction forces due to the constraints on any virtual displacement ~X is equal 
to zero, i.e., if the relation 

(3.2) J sRk~XkdaR + J (!Rrk ~xkdvR = 0, 
~X Bo 

holds for any field ~X e D1 (BR- St) such that {~X, ~~} is the solution of the system 

ah; k 8hv • .k ohv a oh, a 
a"~x +~~,{ ,ex+aa~V' +aa-~VJ ,ex= 0, 

X X ,ex V' VJ ,ex 
XeB0 , t eR, 

(3.3) 
oR(/ ~ k oR(/ a k oR(/ i\ a oR(/ i\ a _ O X S R a k ux + a k X ,K + a a uq; + a a UVJ ,K - ' E x• t E ' 
X X ,K q; V' ,K 

defined for {X, ~} which satisfy (2.3) (2). 
The ideal constraints imposed on deformations were analysed in [1]. In this note we will 

deal mainly with the constraints imposed on stresses. The following statement will be called 
the principle of reaction for constraints (2.4): 

(2) Remember that the symbol <5x has different meanings in the Eqs. (3.3) and (1.7)1. The local coordi
nates on Sx are denoted by xx, K = 1, 2. 

2* 
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If on the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor TR are imposed constraints (2.4), then there 
exist the strain incompatibilities I = (Ikex(X, t)) in B0 and the jump d = (dk(X, t)) of the 
deformation function across s: c S,, due to these constraints such that the relations 

(3.4) V X = F +I in B0 , [ xJ = d on S~, 

hold and the stress relation in the form (2.2) is valid(l). 
Let us observe that in general the field F of local deformation cannot be integrable. 

Analogously as in the case of constraints imposed on deformations, if nothing is known 
about the constraints (2.4), then nothing is known about the stress incompatibilities I 
and jump d of the deformation function. In this note we shall confine ourselves to the 
concept of ideal constraints for stresses. To this end we shall formulate the following defi
nition. 

The constraints imposed on the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor T R are termed ideal 
if the relation 

(3.5) J lkex ()TRkexdvR + J dk /5TlexnRcx /)aR = 0, 
Rs si 

holds for any field lJT R E D 1 (BR- S.x) such that { tJ TR, ll~} is the solution of the system 

oh" kex oh" ~ krx oh~' ~-b oh" ~-b 
oT kex ()TR + oT kex uTR ,{J + a-b utp +a-b U1p ,ex = 0, X E Bo, t ER, 

(3.6) R R .{J tp 1p ,ex 

aR'It llt k+ aR'It ~ k aR'It ~-b aR'It ~-b _ . k k 
a k R a k utR ,K+ a-b U1p + a-b U1p ,K- 0, tR = TR exnRex; XESr, fER, 

tR tR ,K 1p 1p ,K 

defined for {T R, \11} satisfying (2.4). 
From (3.5) it follows that if there are no constraints for TR, then I = 0 and d = 0, i.e., 

the local deformation field coincides with the deformation gradient V x and the field x is 
continuous across s: (denoting S~ = St- s:, we can also put s: = c/J, St = S~). 

The dynamical axioms (1.1), (1.2), load relations (2.1), stress relation (2.2), equations 
of constraints for deformation (2.3), (3.1), (3.2), equations of constrains for stresses 
(2.4), (3.4), (3.5) characterize continuum mechanics with constraints imposed on deform
ations and on the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. 

4. Alternative forms of ideal constraints for stresses 

The constraints for stresses can also be given as the restrictions imposed on the con
vective stress tensor T = (fextJ) or on the Cauchy stress tensor T = (Tk1). In the former 
case we have 

(4.1) 
h"(X, t, T, VT, \11, v\jj) = o; x ER; fl = 1, ... , r, 

:Rn(X, t, f, Vf, \11, V\11) = 0; X E St, t E R; n = 1 , ... , s, 
(3) The concept of non-material surface across which the deformation function is discontinuous but 

the stress vector is assumed to be continuous has a physical sense only for special kinds of discontinuities 
[X] and constraints (2.4)2 • Such a surface secures the existence of deformation function X when (2.4) 
holds (cf. Sect. 9). 
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and in the latter we shall write down 

h~t(X,t,T,gradT,~,gradcli)=O; XeB0 , teR; p,= 1, ... ,?, 
(4.2) 

R" (X , t , f, grad f, \jJ , grad \jj) = 0; X E s:, t E R; ft = 1 , ... , s , 
where f = (faP np), t = (Tk1n1), VT can be treated as covariant derivative, VT = (faPI,.,), 
grad T is a spatial derivative, grad T = (Tk'.m), and grad T is a spatial derivative on the 
surfaces x<+>(Sp t), x<->(St, t), where x<+>, x<-> are boundary values of the deforma
tion function. 

The stress relations for the stress tensors T and T are given by 

(4.3) 
00 

]'af1(X, t) = ~af3 (X, c<t>(s)), 
S=0 

00 

Tk1(X, t) = l)k' (X, F(t>(s)), 
s=O 

where C = (Cap) = FTF, and where l)af1, l)k' are known response functionals. Because 
the right-hand sides of Eqs. (2.2), (4.3) are related to l)kl = Fka F1p ~af3, l)Raf3 = Fk~ ~f3a det F, 
and the left-hand sides of (2.2), (4.3) are related by Tk1 = l.aX'.P faP,TRka= xk.P ]'PaJ, we 
conclude that the constraints (2.4), (4.1) and (4.2) are not equivalent. Thus we have to 
assume that a suitable form of the stress relation corresponds to each form of constraints 
for stresses [this assumption is included to each principle of reaction for constraints imposed 
on stresses, cf. (3.4) and (4.4)]. Moreover, the Eqs. (4.3) 1 , 2 must be consistent with the 
Eqs. ( 4.1 ), ( 4.2), respectively (cf. Sect. 3). 

Now we shall postulate the principles of reaction for constraints (4.1), (4.2) and formu
late the suitable definitions of ideal constraints. 

If the constraints are imposed on the convective stress tensor T = (frxf3) (on the Cauchy 
stress tensor T = (Tk1

) ), then there exists the strain incompatibilities D = (Dap) in B0 

and the jump d = (da) of the function Xk across Si (the strain incompatibilities Ek1 

in B0 and the jump d = (dk) of the function Xk across s:) due to these constraints such that 
the relation 

(4.4) 

(the relations; VxVxT = B+cl» and lxl = d, where B = FFT) hold and the stress relation 
(4.3) 1 (the stress relation (4.3h) is valid. 

The constraints ( 4.1 ), ( 4.2) are termed ideal if the relations 

(4.5) J Dap flfaP dv+ J da flfrxP npda = 0, J EklfJTk1dv+ J dkfJTk1n1da = 0, 
Bs s: Bs s: 

hold for any field fJT E .@1 (BR- Sx), fJT E .@1 (BR- Sx) respectively such that { fJT, fl\jj} 
and { fJT, fJ\jj} are solutions of the systems 

(4.6) 

respectively (symbol fJ in (4.6) denotes the variation of the corresponding function). 
Systems (4.6) 1 , 2 of equations are determined for {T, ~}, {T, ~} which satisfy (4.1) 

and (4.2), respectively. 

From the definition given above follows that Dap = 0, da = 0 (Ekt = 0, dk = 0) if 
there are no constraints imposed on the convective stress tensor T = (frxP) [on the Cauchy 
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stress tensor T = (Tt')]; in this cases we obtain Ca.p(Bk1) as the components of the right 
(left) Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. 

The dynamic axioms (1.1), (1.2), load relations (2.1), the Eqs. (2.3), (3.1), (3.2) which 
define the constraints for deformations and the Eqs. (4.1), (4.4), (4.5) defining the con
straints for the convective stress tensor, with the stress relation (4.3} 1 , characterize the 
continuum mechanics with constraints imposed on deformations and convective stress 
tensor. Analogously, we can formulate the basic equations of continuum mechanics when 
the constraints are imposed on the Cauchy stress tensor, which is determined by the stress 
relation (4.3)2 • The principles of reaction for constraints are not physical laws and can 
be treated in the same manner as, for example, the principle of material frame indiffer
ence. We ~ave also assumed that the jump [xJ of the deformation function is due to the 
constraints for stresses only on the given a priori part S~ of the surface Sx; on the other 
part S~ of this surface we can deal with discontinuities of the deformation function x 
which are independent of constraints (S~ may not be given a priori). 

5. General theorems 

General theorems which concern the continua with ideal constraints for deformation 
were given in [1];bere we shall write down only the principle of virtual work, which can be 
derived from (1.7)1 (3.1) and (3.2): 

(5.1) f pklJxkd(JR + J f!RfklJxkdvR = J Tl«(lJxk).:dvR:- J Tl~ldxklnR!d(JR, 
oBa Ba Ba ~t 

where f = b-x; Eq. (5.1) has to be satisfied by any virtual displacement dx satisfying 
(3.3). It is easy to prove that the constraints for deformations are ideal if the principle of 
virtual work holds. By virtue of (1.7)2 , (3.4) and (3.5) we arrive at 

(5.2) J Xkdpld(JRf+ J f!RXklJfkdvR = J FkadTRkadvR~- J lxk)dTRk«nRad(JR, 
Sx Ba Ba s: 

and the later relation has to be satisfied by any dpR, df, dTR satisfying (1.8) and (3.6). 
This statement is called the principle of complementary virtual work. We can also prove 

that the constraints (2.4) for the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor are ideal if the principle 
of complementary virtual work holds. Bearing in mind that the form of principles _ (5.1), (5.2) 
is independent of reaction forces r, s and incompatibilities I, d (where d was introduced 

only on s:' s: n sr = 4>). 
Using (5.2) one can write the known Castigliano formula, which will be expressed either 

by the relation 

(5.3) f Xk dpRkd(JR = J Fta.{JTRka.dvR- J lxkl dTlanRad(JR, 
oBa Ba sl 

which holds for any dpR, dTR satisfying (3.6)1 , (1.8h and Div ( dTR) = 0 in B0 , ({JTRlnR = 0 
on Sx n BR, or by the relation 

(5.4) J Fka.{JTl«dvR- J lxkJ{JTlanRa.d(JR = 0, 
Ba s~ 
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which holds for any dTR satisfying (3.6) 1 and Div(dTR) = 0, dTRnR = 0, (dTR)nR = 0 
[cf. (1.8)] in B0 and on Sx n iJBR, Sx n BR, respectively. 

Analogously, we can prove that for the constraints imposed on the convective stress 
tensor ( 4.1) the principle of the complementary virtual work is given by 

(5.5) f Xkbpkd(J+ f fJXkdf~dv = f C!1.f3<5T!1.f3dv- j lx!1.)<5T!1.f3npd(J, 
Sx Bs Bs s~ 

where X11. = XkXk,IX; the Eq. (5.5) holds for any dpk, dfk, dT!XfJ satisfying (4.6)1 

(dT!1.P)I{J+eX!1.,kdfk = 0 in Bo, ,[dT!XfJ]np = x!X.kbpk on Sx (l BR, bT!Y.Pn{J = Xrt.,kbpk 

on Sx n iJBR. Formulae (5.2) and (5.5) are not equivalent because the ideal constraints 
for T R are not equivalent to the ideal constraints for f. From (5.5) follows the second 
form of the Castigliano formula 

(5.6) f c11.{J <5T'-P dv- f lx11.J <57'11.{3 npda = o, 
Bs s: 

satisfied by any solution bT11.{J of ffiP = 0; (dT!XfJ)Ip = 0 in B0 and [bTcxP]np = 0 on Sx n BR, 
<5fa.Pn8 = 0 on Sx n iJBR. For the hyperelastic materials with the inverted stress relation 
c11.P = cyfiJT!XfJ, y = y(T) being the complementary energy, we obtain from (5.6) the known 
Castigliano theorem bF = 0 [F is an integral over x(BR, t) from y] under assumption 

s? = 4> (or st = St). 
The suitable form of the principle of complementary virtual work and that of the 

Castigliano formula can also be obtained if the constraints are imposed on the Cauchy 
stress tensor. 

If the constraints are scleronomic (i.e. invariant under the group of time translations) 
then from integral formulae given in Sects. 3-5 we can derive the corresponding formulas 
for the time derivatives of the fields x, F, TR, etc. 

6. Lagrange's equations and boundary conditions of the first kind 

Let the constraints be given in the form (2.3), (2.4). From (5.1) and (5.2), using the 
known La grange's multipliers approach, we shall obtain the system of field equations and 
boundary or jump conditions for~ unknowns x, F, TR, c¥, \jj, .A.", p/1, .A.,, Pru where .A.:, 

1-lP, l,, Pn are La grange's multipliers for the Eqs. (2.3)1 , 2 and (2.4)1 , 2 , respectively(4). 

Assuming that the suitable regularity conditions are satisfied, we shall obtain: 
1. Equations of motion in B0 : 

(6.1) (T k!X ' oh, ) -bk ,, oh, - "k R -~-0- +f}R +11. 8 -(!RX, 
Xk,IX ,11. Xk 

(
4

) To make the formulas more simple, we shall take here the Eqs. (2.4h in the form 
Rx(X, t, TRnR, \jj) = 0. 
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2. Compatibility conditions in B0 : 

(6.2) 

3. Kinetic boundary conditions on SR n oBR: 

(6.3) 

4. Kinetic jump conditions on SR n BR: 

(6.4) 

_[A"~] = e oRe _ ( e ~) . 
Oti!a nRa. ft Oti!a ft Otlla ' r ,a. r r ,K ,K 

5. Kinetic edge conditions on the lines L n S<~>, where s<~> c Sx, b = I , ... , k, are 
smooth surfaces on which functions Re are differentiable: 

(6.5) 2 oR(J 
ue--n<~> = 0 
r 0 k K ' 

IS X ,K 

~ e oR.) ,fS- o 
~ ft 0 a '·K - ' 

IS 'ljJ ,K 

o<~> being the unit vector normal to L and tangent to s<~>. 
6. Boundary conditions of compatibility on SR n oBR: 

The Eqs. (6.1)-(6.7), the Eqs. (2.3), (2.4) defining the constraints [where (2.4)2 are 
taken in the form Rn( x, t, T R oR, ip) = 0], load relations (2.1) and a stress relation (2.2) 
constitute the fundamental system of equations for material continuum with constraints 
imposed on the deformation function x and on the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor TR. 
This system has to be coDsidered together with the Eqs. (1.3), (1.4), (3.1) which determine 
the reaction forces r, sR and with the Eqs. (3.4) which determine the incompatibilities I 
and jumps d of the determination function. 

The Eqs. (6.1), (6.2) will be called Lagrange's field equations of the first kind, and the 
Eqs. (6.3)-(6.7) will be termed Lagrange's boundary, jump or edge conditions of the first 
kind, respectively. The system of relations analogous to (6.1)-(6.7) but for constraints 
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imposed on the convective stress tensor or on the Cauchy stress tensor can also be obtained 
using Lagrange's multipliers approach; in theses cases the Eqs. (6.1), (6.3)-(6.5) are valid 
in unchanged form. 

7. Lagrange's equations and boundary conditions of the second kind 

Now let us assume that the constraints (2.3) and (4.1) are given in an explicit form 

l(X, t) =(!/'(X, t, ~),X E BR; Ro(X, t, ~) = 0, X E oBR; ~ = ~{X, t), 
(7.1) 

]'exfJ(X, t) = ijlcxfJ(X, t, \11, V\11, V2\fl), X E BR; R1t(X, t, ~) = 0, X E oBR, 

where f/>k, ijlcxfJ are known functions and either ~ = (1p1
) or ~ = (1pt, 1p2

) {
5
). As basic 

unknowns we shall take the vectors .:)1 and ~ = ( vl), b = 1 , ... , n, which will be called 
the generalized deformations and stresses, respectively. Using (5.1) and (7.1) we shall 
obtain in BR the La grange's equations of motion of the second kind 

ex d OX OX 
(7.2) Ha lex+ha+ fa = dt oipa - OVJa , 

where 

{7.3) 

H cx = ijiexfJ (]>k o(/>k_ 
a - ,{J otpa ' h = - ijiexfJ((]>k o(/>k )/ a ,ex 01pa p' 

and the kinetic boundary conditions of the second kind on oBR 

(7.4) 

where 

) 
_ -k o(/>k l! oR0 

(7.5 Pa = P 01pa -p, 01pa ' 

and where p,0 are boundary Lagrange's multipliers due to the constraints R0 = 0. From 
(4.5) 1 and (7.1), using the standard approach, we shall obtain in BR the following relation& 

(7.6) 

which are said to be Lagrange's compatibility conditions of the second kind. We also obtain 
the integral conditions of compatibility 

(7.7) f {[ aif1cxtJ ( 0ijirxfJ )I J -b 0ijicxfJ -b l 
Dexp 0-b) - Dexp~) ~VJ + Dcxp 0_b) ~VJ !6 nyda = 0, 

iJB 1jJ Y 1jJ y6 {t 1jJ y6 

which has to be satisfied by any ~1/l satisfying ( oR1t I otpb) ~1jl = 0. 

(
5

) Examples of constraints (7.1)1 can be given by axi~ymmetric, \fJ = (1p1, 1p2
), or centrosymmetric~ 

\fJ = (VJ1), deformations. Moreover, functions tjiri.P for some of ~e pairs (oc, {J) = ({J, oc) of indices can be 
identically equal to zero. We also denote .1~ = (ipbJcx), .12~ = (1PblcxfJ), where the vertical line denotes 
covariant differentiation in the metric xk ,cx Xk .fJ. 
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Field equations (7.2), (7.6), the stress relation (4.3) 1 , and equations~ = 0 lead to the 
basic system of equations for ~' ~' C and p,(}, after taking into account (2.1), (7.1), (4.4)1 , 

(7.3), (7.5). 

8. Stress functions 

Let the constraints for stresses be given in the form (7.1h and let R~ = 0. Let us also 
assume that the body is in rest and 

(8.1) 

holds for any vector \:11. In this case the generalized stresses are termed stress functions. 
Because of c5!fia.P!p = 0, (ba. is independent of$), from (4.5)1 we obtain 

f txk • .B c5iJia..B na.df1 = [ Ca.p c51Jia.f1dv, 
oB il 

(8.2) 

for any c5ip E C1(iJR) (when Rn ::::: 0 then the surface integral in (4.5)1 is equal to zero). 
It follows that 

(8.3) 

and that the following integral condition 

(8.4) 

holds for each c5~. The Eqs. (8.3) hold only if an identity (8.1) is valid. From (8.3) and (7.6) 

we conclude that Ca.p = t.a.Xk,fJ is the solution of (8.3); Eq. (8.3) will be termed the compa
tibility equation for the stress function \ji, and with the stress relation (4.3)1 , written now 
in the form rJia.P = l)a.f1(X, c<t>), constitute the basic system of the field equations for Ca.p 
and 1/. The unknown equilibrium configuration of the body [being described by the 
vector~' cf. (7.1)], is now determined not by the Eq. (7.2) but by the relation tP",a.tPk,fJ = Ca.p 
and (7.1). 

9. Examples of constraints imposed on stresses 

Many special cases of constraints imposed on the deformation function were given 
in [1, 2]; here we shall confine ourselves to constraints imposed on stresses. This problem 
is not a new one. The known applications of the Castigliano formula and Castigliano 
theorem in the problems of linear elasticity (cf. [3], pp. 222-225, 337-355, 396, 454) are 
very special cases of continuum mechanics with constraints imposed on stresses. In this 
Section we are to deal only with simple but non-linear problems. 

As the first example let us discu~s the constraints of the form 

(9.1) TR = 0 in BR 
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assuming, that there are no constraints imposed on deformations. It is a body in which 
there are no interactions between its particles. Local deformation F for each particle of 
the continuum is determined now by (9.1) and (2.2). From c5TR = 0 follows that (3.5) 
is an identity (we assume S~ = 4> since there are no surface constraints). Because there is 
~o constraints imposed on deformations, we have r = 0, sR = 0 from (3.2) and then 
b = b, PR = p from (3.1) (system of body and surface forces coincide with the system of 
external loads). Using (9.1), (1.3) and (2.1) we shall obtain 

(9.2) {3"(x) = :l in Bo, nR~(x) = 0 on oBR. 

Let the body loads b be continuous in each Ba c BR (cf. Sect. 1); then s~ = u (BR (1 oBa), 
and each part Ba of the body moves independently of any other part, according to (9.2)1 • 

From .(9.2h it follows that the body under consideration is unable to carry any surface 
loads. 

As a second simple example let us take the hyperelastic body, which in the reference 
configuration constitutes a plate /I x (- h, h), where /I is a region on the plane x 3 = 0 
and -h ~ X3 ~ h, cf. Fig. 2. Let the constraints (4.1) 1 be given in the form 

(9.3) ]'KL = VJKL(X, t), J'rx.3 = 0, 

where v;K~ E C 1 (BR x R) are arbitrary differentiable functions [we have \fl = (ip11
, ••• , 1p22

)], 

and let us assume that there are no constraints for deformations. A continuous body with 

FIG. 2. 

constraints (9.3) can be interpreted as multilayered body (each layer is represented by 
a material surface X 3 = const), in which there are no interactions between layers. Since 
there are no constraints for deformations, there are no reaction forces: r = 0, sR = 0, 
and b = b, PR = PR [cf. (3.1)]. The Eqs. (1.5) are given by 

(9.4) fPKLIIL + {3~} VJKM +ebkXK,k = ex"XK,k, 

{.fL}7pKL+Qb"X3 ,k = e'tX3 ,k; {p~} = X",pyX«,k, 

where the double vertical line denotes covariant differentiation in the metric i'.KXk,L [i.e. 
on the surface x(JI, X 3

, t) for given X 3 , t]. From (7.6) we obtain DKL = 0 i.e. 

(9.5) cKL = x".KXk.L, D;3 = c«3- t.r~.Xk,3. 
The stress relation (4.3)1 for hyperelastic materials has the form f«P = 2eoa(C)/8Cr~.p; 
e := l!R(detC)0

•
5

; hence We obtain 
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(9_6) ipKL = 2(} oa(Cl oa(C) = O 
acKL' aca.3 · 

Substituting the right-hand side of (9.5) 1 into (9.6) we obtain Ca.3 = /a.3 (X; l.MXk,N) 
and then "ijJKL = jKL(X; l.M Xk,N). Substituting ipKL = jKL(X; xk.MXk,N) into the Eqs. (9.4) 
we arrive at the system of equations for l(X, t). We can observe, that if X 3 = const 
is a discontinuity surface of body loads b, then X 3 = const is a part of the surface 
St (cf. Sect. 1); surfaceS{ is an empty set because we have not postulated any constraints 
for stresses on St, i.e. St = S~. When the solution x(X, t) of the boundary value problem is 
known, then we can calculate strain incompatibilities from (9.5h: Da. 3 = /a. 3 (X; xk.MXk,N). 

Now let the constraints (9.3) be interpreted as certain "a priori" assumptions, which 
do not follow from the physical structure of the body. If in the suitable norm we have 
IIDa.p\\ ~ 1\Ca.p\\, then the solution of the problem under consideration differs only slightly 
from the solution without assumptions (9.3), provided that the problem is stable; IIDapll 
can be interpreted as an error of numerical calculations, for example. The state of stress 
postulated by (9.3) can be applied to formulate theory of elastic membranes, and the 
condition IIDa.pll ~ 15\1 Ca.pll, 15 being known positive constant small with respect to unity, 
can be used to determine the allowable thickness 2h of this membrane (membrane is treated 
here as the three dimensional body) in each particular motion. 

As a next example let us take the hyperelastic body which in the reference configuration 
constitutes a prismatic rod II x (0, I), where II is a region on the plane x 3 = 0 (it is a 
projection of an arbitrary cross-section in the reference configuration); (XK) Ell, K = 1, 2; 
X 3 E (0, I), cf. Fig. 3. Let the body be made of the congruence of material fibres X 1 = 

FIG. 3. 

= const, X 2 = const, which do not interact (or their interactions can be neglected). This 
assumption enables to introduce the constraints for stresses in the form 

(9.7) T33 = ljJ(X, t), TKa. = 0, 

where ljJ(X, t) is an arbitrary differentiable function. The body under consideration can be 
also treated as a model of a red with uniaxial state of stress (9.7). Assuming that there are 

no constraints for deformations we have sR = 0, r = 0 and b = b, PR = PR. Analogously 
as in the latter example we obtain the equations of motion 

(9.8) 
VJ,3 + {/3}1p+ {l3}1p+ebkX3,k = exkX3

,b 
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the strain incompatibilities 

(9.9) DKa. = CKa.-l,KXk,a.• 

and the constitutive equations 

__ 
2
_aa(C) 

(9.10) "P - e ac33 , 
- f!R 
e=--=· y' detC 

From (9.10) aad (9.9)3 we obtain CKa. = !Ka.(X; l.JXk.J), ip ::2 f(X;xk.JXk,J); substituting 
the right-hand side of the latter relation into (9.8) we arrive at the system of equations for 
a vector X· After solution of the corresponding boundary value problem we can calculate 
the strain incompatibilities from (9.9) 1 • If the Eqs. (9.7) represent "a priori" hypothesis 
on the uniaxial state of stress, then IIDKa.ll ~ ~I[Coc11 11 can be used as a criterion of appli
cability of this hypothesis in each particular problem, ~being the known positive number, 
small with respect to unity. 

The aim of the above examples was to illustrate the idea of constraints imposed on 
stresses and to point out, that by postulating such constraints we make the body more 
"slender". In [5] the concept of ideal constraints for stresses and deformations is applied 
to the theory of shells and to the finite element formulation of continuum mechanics. 

Finally, we shall discuss the problem of constraints (imposed on stresses) which are 
determined on the surface s: only. This surface, oriented in the reference configuration 
by a unit normal vector nR, is not a material surface and it enables us to define a pair of 
moving surfaces: x<+>(X, t) and x<->(X, t), X E s:, where x<+>, x<-> are boundary 
values of x on s:. At the same time we assume that there exist two systems of contact 
forces defined on s: : the system T R nR which is acting on the body across x< + > and the 
system - TRnR which is acting on the body across x<->, cf. Sect. 1. 

Equations of the form (2.4h, (4.1)2 or (4.2h represent the constraints imposed on the 
system of forces TRnR, and, at the same time,. on the system of forces -TRnR. As an 
example let us take a plate which in a reference configuration is give on Fig. 2. As a surface 
Si let us take the part of coordinate plane X 3 ~ 0 inside the plate. Let us also assume that 
there in no tangent interaction between the upper (0 < X3 < h) and lower ( -h < X 3 < 0) 
parts of the plate. This statement can be expressed in the form of constraints TK 3 = 0; 
K = 1, 2; on s:. Because of ~TK3 = 0, the condition (4.5) 1 (in which D = 0) leads to 
d3 = [XkXk. 3 ] = 0, and we arrive at boundary value problems for upper and lower parts 
of the plate with the continuity condition (xkl. 3 )<+> = (xkl. 3 )<-> on Si(6

). After sol
ving these boundary value problems we can calculate the jump dK = [xkl,Kl on s:, 
In some cases the constraints of the form (2.4)2 can be greated as certain "a priori" hypo
thesis which enables to replace the continuity conditions x< + > = x<- > on S*, by a suitable 
distributions of contact forces on Si. 

Other examples of constraints for stresses are given in [4-5]. 
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